CHROMACONNECT
THE MOST FLEXIBLE WAY TO MANAGE COLOUR
Look forward to significant improvements in productivity, efficiency and flexibility thanks to ChromaConnect digital colour management tools from Cromax.

The 100% digital solution gives bodyshops total control over every aspect of colour management and includes:

- Spectrophotometers for fast, accurate digital colour measurement
- ChromaWeb, the cloud-based formula database for always up-to-date results
- Wireless connection to peripherals like printers and scales
- Remote access to your bodyshop’s stock and paint shop management, e-ordering, etc.

THE PACKAGES

CHROMACONNECT PRO: ULTIMATE FREEDOM AND FLEXIBILITY

ChromaVision Pro Mini spectro integrated into Wi-Fi network with Sartorius PMA.Vision scale and mobile devices. ChromaConnect Plus features plus:

- Total mobility (also usable via hot spot)
- No PC required in mixing room
- Open network connection means different scales/devices can be connected easily
- Easy installation and low maintenance
- 100% wireless implementation

CHROMACONNECT PLUS: CONTROL WITH FLEXIBILITY

ChromaVision Pro Mini spectro connected wirelessly to a network including PC or tablet, scale and printer. ChromaConnect Basic features plus:

- Enhanced colour identification through colour and effect measurement
- Handy charging station
- High mobility using tablet or smartphone
- Mixing of one formula can begin while next measurement is taken
CHROMACONNECT BASIC: CORE DIGITAL FUNCTIONALITY

ChromaVision Mini spectro connected to network via LAN (PC, scale, printer) giving you 100% objective colour measurement.

• Full access to constantly updated colour formulas
• Data securely backed up to the cloud
• No maintenance required
• Easy network build-up
• 100% digital implementation

Using Axalta Digital Colour Management technology, Cromax enables you to achieve the best colour accuracy in a reliable, easy-to-use and highly efficient way.

The entire process from colour matching to colour mixing can now be carried out completely wirelessly thanks to our cloud-based database and a package of Wi-Fi-linked devices.

By linking everything digitally, the system also delivers critical insights into KPIs to help fine-tune business performance.

In short, it is the world’s most advanced colour management solution for bodyshops. The Axalta technology behind the system is unique and puts Cromax at the forefront of digital technology in the refinish market.
THE TOTAL DIGITAL COLOUR MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY
• Highly accurate colour measurements from the ChromaVision Pro Mini and ChromaVision Mini spectros
• ChromaWeb, cloud database with over with over 200,000 constantly updated formulas gives instant “right first time” results
• Link with your existing Bodyshop Management System to get a 360 degree overview of all your KPIs

HIGHER EFFICIENCY
• Cloud-based system is easy to set up and manage with no ongoing maintenance required
• All data stored in the cloud so no manual backups required
• Use familiar digital tools like smartphones or tablets and any web browser

HIGHER FLEXIBILITY
• Access the system from anywhere, even outside the bodyshop, using regular digital devices like phones or tablets
• Send jobs to the scale via a mobile device from any location to free staff up to work wherever suits them best
• Choose the package you need to match your own bodyshop’s needs precisely:
  • ChromaConnect Pro
  • ChromaConnect Plus
  • ChromaConnect Basic

Cromax is designed to increase productivity from the front of the bodyshop to the back with coatings systems engineered for fast and accurate application. Our localised business solutions, advanced colour measurement technology, marketing support and pragmatic innovations form the basis of a highly-productive refinish process. Cromax helps bodyshops drive their business forward.

For more information scan the QR code or visit:
cromax.com/eu/chromaconnect
cromax.com/uk/chromaconnect